Bereavement in cognitively impaired older adults: case series and clinical considerations.
The intersection of bereavement and cognitive impairment presents unique clinical challenges that have been overlooked in the literature. Cognitive impairment can interfere with normal ways of coping in the aftermath of loss. Elderly persons with cognitive impairment may have difficulty processing their loss and may even forget that their loved one has died, repeatedly asking other family members when the deceased is coming to visit. This can prove devastating for such individuals and their families, who are forced to keep reexperiencing their grief. This article examines the phenomenology of bereavement-related distress in older adults with cognitive impairment and dementia through a case series gathered from a large geriatric facility. The dilemmas in caring for bereaved elderly with cognitive difficulties and their families are highlighted, drawing attention to a vulnerable population. The purpose of this undertaking is to present a novel classification of a clinically relevant but overlooked issue as well as provide strategies for management and suggestions for future research.